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Abstract 
Amar, D. and A. Raspaud, Covering the vertices of a digraph by cycles of prescribed length, 
Discrete Mathematics 87 (1991) 111-118. 
Let D be a strong digraph with n vertices and at least (n - l)(n - 2) + 3 arcs. For any integers 
k, nr , n2, , n, such that n = nr + nz + . . + n, and n; 23, there exists a covering of the 
vertices of D by disjoint directed cycles of length n,, nz, . , n, except in two cases: 
Case 1: n = 6; n, = n2 = 3 and D contains a stable set with 3 vertices. 
Case 2: n = 9; n, = n2 = n3 = 3 and D contains a stable set with 4 vertices. 
Introduction 
In 1963, Corradi and Hajnal [7] studied the problem of the existence of disjoint 
cycles in a graph of minimum degree 2k, and order 3k. They proved that it is 
possible to cover the vertices of the graph with k triangles. In 1984, El Zahar [8] 
proposed the following conjecture: if n = nl + n2 + * . . + nk with 1 c i < k IZ~ 2 3, 
if the minimum degree of a graph G of order n is at least In,/21 + . . . + r&/21, 
then it is possible to cover the vertices of G with k cycles of length 
nl, 122, . . . , nk- He proved the case k = 2 and the theorem of Corradi and Hajnal 
proves the case ni = 3 for every i. In 1985, with Fournier and Germa [2], we 
studied the existence of a covering by cycles of length nl, n,, . . . , nk with 
n=nl+n2+*. . + nk and nj 2 3 for every i 1 c i C k, of the vertices of a graph 
with n vertices and at least (n” - 3n + 6)/2 edges. The digraphs D with n vertices 
and at least (n - 1) (n - 2) + 3 arcs, have been studied a lot of times. In 1980, 
Bermond, Germa, Heydeman and D. Sotteau [5] studied the Hamiltonian 
properties of such digraphs. Benhocine and Wojda [4] proved the existence of 
subgraphs D(n, p) in them, i.e. a cycle obtained from an Hamiltonian cycle by 
changing the orientation of (p - 1) consecutive arcs. In 1982, Heydeman, Sotteau 
and Thomassen [9] proved that such digraphs contain all orientations of a cycle of 
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length IZ, except, possibly, the directed Hamiltonian cycle. If the digraph is 
strong, it contains the directed Hamiltonian cycle too. We have proved [l] that 
such digraphs contain all orientations of a cycle of length 1 for 3 < 1 s n, except, 
possibly, an antidirected cycle of length 4. Recently, Wojda [ll] studied the 
digraphs with n vertices and (n - l)(n - 2) + 2 arcs which are not Hamiltonian. In 
this paper, we study the existence of a covering by disjoint directed cycles of 
prescribed length in a strong digraph with IZ vertices and at least (n - l)(n - 2) + 
3 arcs. 
Notations 
If D is a strong digraph with IZ vertices, it z= 6, then 
(i) e(D) is the number of arcs of D. 
(ii) D is the complementary graph of D. 
(iii) e(o) is the number of arcs of ij. 
If Hr and & are two disjoint subgraphs of D, e(H,, H,) is the number of arcs 
of a with initial vertex in ZYr and end vertex in H2 or with end vertex in HI and 
initial vertex in Hz. 
If G is an undirected graph, we define in the same way G‘, e(G), e(G). 
A ‘simple arc’ of D is an arc (a, b) such that the arc (b, a) is not in D. 
If (a, b) and (b, a) are arcs of D we denote by [a, b] the 2-cycle containing 
(a, 6) and (b, a). 
A ‘simple path’ is a path in which every arc is a simple arc of D. 
A digraph is ‘symmetric’ if every arc is in a cycle of length 2. 
Following [5,9] we denote: 
(i) C,* the digraph obtained from the undirected cycle of length it by replacing 
each edge by a 2-cycle. 
(ii) 17, is C,* minus an arc. 
(iii) Z, is obtained from C,* by deleting the arcs in a directed path of length 2. 
For every subgraph H of D, V(H) denotes the vertices of H. If HI and H2 are 
subgraphs of D, HI U Hz is the subgraph of D induced by V(HJ U V(H2). 
Results 
We prove the following results: 
Proposition 1. A strong digruph D with n vertices and at least (n - 1) (n - 2) + 3 
arcs, contains Z,,, except if D zk isomorphic to the digraph W(n) (Fig. 1). 
The proof of Proposition 1 is similar to the one of Heydeman, Sotteau and 
Thomassen in [9]. It is based on the following theorems of Ore [lo] and Chvatal 
[6] concerning undirected graphs. 
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Fig. 1. W(n) contains every arc from x to K,*_, and from Knfm2 to y. (x, y) is a simple arc; [a, x] and 
[a, y] are 2-cycles. 
Theorem A. Any graph with n vertices, n 2 4 and at least $(n - l)(n - 2) + 3 
edges is Hamiltonian-connected. 
Theorem B. A graph with n vertices and at least i(n - l)(n - 2) + 1 edges is 
Hamiltonian unless it is isomorphic to K, + (K, U Kn-J or K, + K3. 
Theorem C. Let G be a graph with n vertices and minimum degree at least 2. 
(a) Zf n # 7, n # 9, if G has at least i(n - 2)(n - 3) + 4 edges, G is Hamiltonian 
unless it is isomorphic to K2 + (K2 U K,_,) or K5 + K6 or K, + (K3 U K2). 
(b) Zf n =7, n =9 and if G has at least $(n -2)(n -3)+ 5 edges, G is 
Hamiltonian unless it is isomorphic to K3 + K4 or K4 + K,. 
Proposition 2. Let D be a strong digraph with n vertices and at least (n - l)(n - 
2) + 3 arcs. Zf k, n,, n2, . . . , nk are integers such that: 
k 32, 3SnI<n,<...Snk, n = nI + n2 +. . . + nk, 
then there exists a covering of V(D) by (k - 1) directed cycles of length 
nl, n2, . . . , nk-1 and a symmetric path with nk vertices. 
Theorem. Let D be a strong digraph with n vertices and at least (n - l)(n - 2) + 3 
arcs. For any integers k, nI, n2, . . . , nk such that 3 S n1 S n2 S * - - C nk; n = 
n,+n2+** - + nk there exists a covering of V(D) by disjoint directed cycles of 
length nl, n2, . . . , nk except in two cases. 
Case 1: n = 6; n1 = It2 = 3 and D contains a stable set with 3 vertices. 
Case 2: n = 9; n1 = n2 = n3 = 3 and D contains a stable set with 4 vertices. 
Proof of Proposition 2 (by induction on n) 
If D is isomorphic to w(n), Proposition 2 follows immediately. 
We suppose that D is not isomorphic to w(n). 
Remark. e(o) S 2n - 5. 
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Proof for k =2. Let n, and n2 be integers such that n = nl + n2, 3 s n, c n2. By 
Proposition 1 there exists an Hamiltonian cycle (xlxz. . * x,) in D such that 
[xi, xi+,] are 2-cycles for 2 S i s n - 1. If D contains one of the arcs (xi, x,), 
(x2, xi) we assume that D contains the former. Let E be the number of missing 
arcs (xi, .G), (.x2, -xi). 
Proof for n, 24. If the proposition is not verified, the following arcs are 
missing: 
(1) For -2 + E Sp S n1 - 1, 
Wn,--pY x”-p+l)) 
(the index n -p + 1 is taken modulo n), 
(2) For n1 + 1 ~j 6 n - 1, at least one of the 4 following arcs is missing (Fig. 
2): 
{(x”,-1, Xj), (Xj, x1)9 (xn, xj-l), (xj-1, xn)>; 
(3) For 1 =Z q s nl - 2, at least one of the two following arcs is missing: 
&,, xq+2), (%+I> Xq--n,+3)) 
(the index q - n, + 3 is considered modulo n). 
(4) For 4=ziSn,+l, i#n, - 1, i # nl, at least one of the 4 following arcs is 
missing: 
{(Xi, Xi), (xi, xrz,+3)9 (x2~ xi+l)~ (xi+l9 x2)l 
(5) If 4 2 5, at least one of the two following arcs is missing: 
{(&-39 X”,), (G-27 Xi)>* 
The excluded arcs are all different [3, Annex IV]. For ni = 4 (as n, - 1 = 3 < 4) 
and for ItI 3 5: 
e(D) 2 E + (n, + 2 - E) + (n2 - 1) + (nl - 2) + (n2 - 3) e(D)S2n -4 
which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Xj-1 xJ 
Fig. 2. 
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Prooffor n, = 3. For E = 0, if the proposition is not verified, the following arcs 
are missing: 
(the indices are taken modulo n). Then e(D) 2 2n which contradicts the 
hypothesis. We can suppose E = 1 or E = 2. If the proposition is not verified, the 
following arcs are missing: 
(1) For -2 + E Sp S 2, 
(2) For 4 <i G n - 2, at least one of the 4 following arcs is missing: 
(3) For 3 < i G n - 2, i # 4, at least one of the 4 following arcs is missing: 
{(Xl, Xi), (Xi, &I), (Xi-17 x,-1), (K-1, Xi-,)>. 
The excluded arcs are all different [3, Annex IV] We have excluded at least 
E + 5 - E + n - 5 + n - 5 = 2n - 5 arcs. As e(o) zz 2n - 5, every arc which is not 
excluded, is in D and in (2) and (3) only one arc among the 4 possible is in 
0. Then (x,, x4) (x4, x,) and (x,, xq) are arcs of D. If [x,-i, x2] (respectively 
[x3, x5]) is a 2-cycle of D, then (x,, xi, x4) is a 3-cycle in D and (x5, x6, . . . , x,-,, 
x2, x3) (respectively (x2, x3, x5, . . . , x,_,)) is a symmetric path in D. If [x”.-~, x2] 
and [x3, x5] are not 2-cycles of D then (x3, x,) and (x.,, xi) are arcs of D. 
Moreover, [x,, x,] is a 2-cycle of D, (x2, x3, x,) is a 3-cycle in D, and 
( Xl, x4, . . . I x,-J is a symmetric path in D, which completes the proof for 
n, = 3. 
Proof of Proposition 2 in the general case 
Let ni, n2,. . . , nk be integers such that 
3Gn,<n,<. -. =Snk and n=n,+n,+...+nk. 
Let p be the greatest integer, 1 up s k - 1, such that there exists a covering of D 
by disjoint cycles Ci of length ni, and a symmetric path p with n - (nl + It2 + 
. . . + nP) vertices. We suppose p < k - 1. Let H = D - (C, U C2. . . U C,) and h 
be the cardinality of V(H) for h 2 np+l + np+2 3 2n,+,. Let 
p = (x1, x2, . . . > &Ip+,, . . . I4l-n,+,+l, . . . , x/z). 
And for 1 G i up let (a?) - - - u$,‘) be the directed cycle Ci. 
Since there does not exist a covering of the vertices of D by (p + 1) cycles of 
length nl, n2,. . . , nP+l and a symmetric path, for 1 pi G ni, at least one of the 
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X n-1 xl? XII Xh-n + 1 Xh 
1 I P+ 1 P+l 
Fig. 3. 
following arcs is missing (Fig. 3) 
{(XI, @)(a(‘), Xni--l)(x,,, e(‘!1)(@1, GQ,+,)> 
and at least one of the following arcs is missing 
{(xh-np+, 1, a(‘)), (a(‘), ~“,+h--n,+,--l)~ (knp+,+ni? @I, (el’21, %)I. 
The excluded arcs are different, so e(C,, H) 2 2n, for 1 s i =zp. Then e(H) 6 
2h -5. 
H is strong and so satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 2. By induction, there 
exists a covering of H by a cycle C,,, of length n,+l and a symmetric path. This 
contradicts the maximality of p. Proposition 2 is proved. 0 
Proof of the Theorem if nk 3 4 
By Proposition 2, there exists a covering of the vertices of D by cycles 
CI, Cz, . . . , C,_, of length q, n2, . . . , q-1 and a symmetric path P with nk 
vertices. Let H = D - (C, U C2 - * * U C,_,). Let P = (xl, x2, . . . , x,J and, for 
1 s i s k - 1, (a?, . . . , a$)) the cycle C;. 
We suppose there does not exist a covering of P U Ci by two cycles of length ni 
and Itk. 
If ni 2 4, for 1 ~j s ni at least one of the following arcs is missing: 
((X1, a;‘)), @(‘!I, .&2), (+I, @a)7 (@I, xn,)> 
and at least one of the following arcs is missing: 
{(a(?,, XI), (x,,-z, e(i)), (a(“,, &l-I), (&l,, 4?2)) 
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If ni = 3, for 1 ~j c 3 at least one of the following arcs is missing: 
and at least one of the following arcs is missing: 
{(Uj, X1), (x2, uj), (xnkY uj+l)t C”j+2j ‘3)) (Fig. 5) 
(the indices j + 1, j + 2 are considered mod 3). The excluded arcs are all different 
because n k a 4, so e(Ci, H) 2 2n,. Then e(fi) G 2nk - 5. H is strong and so H is 
Hamiltonian. The Theorem is proved in the case nk 2 4. 
Proof of the Theorem in the case n = 3k, nk = 3 
The proof is by contradiction. Let k be the smallest natural number for which it 
fails, k 3 2. Since e(d) < 2n - 5 = 6k - 5, we conclude by Proposition 2, that D 
Xl X2 XS XII 
k 
Fig. 5. 
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can be covered by k - 1 3-cycles T,, . . . , Tk--l and a symmetric path P with 3 
vertices. Let si be the number of arcs in D incident with some vertex of T for 
i=l,2,..., k-l. If there is ajE{1,2,...,k-1) such that ZjUP is not 
strong, then Sj > 9 (and k 3 3). If we delete all ?; for which q U P is not strong, 
then the remaining digraph can be covered by 3-cycles, by the minimality of k. Fo 
we can assume that q U P is strong. 
We leave the case k = 2 for the reader. So assume that k 2 3. If si > 6, then we 
complete the proof by applying the minimality of k to D - V(T,). (Here the cases 
k = 2, 3 need special attention which we leave for the reader. Details can be 
found in [3, Annex II, III].) Assume therefore that s1 s s2 c * . . S s~-~ s 5. Then 
the number of missing arcs in the subgraph of D induced by P U TI U T2 is at most 
12 and it is easy to see that it can be covered by three dicycles. This completes the 
proof. 0 
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